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Arstnect
c
b:3.32,
Chlorophoenicite, (Mn,Mg)ln2(OH)[6(Aso 6,H0t(O,OH)a]2, o:22.98,
:7.32L,0:106o0', Z:2,C2/m,wassolved byvectorsetsapplied toP(uw). Thefinal
Rlfrl,, hh|:0.122 for 330 independent reflections. The principal structural features are infinite insular slabs of the formula units paraliel to o {100}. Slabs are hydrogen bonded to
each other only and perfect o {100} cleavage is observed. The slabs are in turn made up of
Mn-(O,OH) octahedral pyrochroite fragments or bands three octahedra wide running paralIel to b [010], connected along c [001] by [(Asos, Hot(O,OH)s]- and [Zn(O,OH)a]tetrahedral chains which also run parallel to b [010].
The As atoms only half populate their sites and the As(O,OH)a and HaOatetrahedra apparently order over one set of equivalent positions along b [010] to form chains. As-O distances, however, are anomalous. The population sequence along o is infinitely variable and
prominent streaks parallel to o* and requiring a doubling of the b-axis are observed on
photographs.
Chlorophoenicite is yet another example of a pyrochroite fragment structure in the
basic manganese arsenate group.

INrnooucrroN
The unusual mineral chlorophoenicite was originally described by
Foshag and Gage (1924).It is known only from the Franklin and Sterling
Hill, New Jersey, zinc-manganese-ironoxide and silicate orebodiesof the
pyrometasomatictype in marbles, where the mineral occurs as needles
and matted fibres associatedwith pyrochroite, gageite, willemite, etc'
implanted upon open cracks and fissures. Although the mineral occurs
sparingly, it-has been witnessedin many collections and its identification
is by no meanssimple due to its needlelike habit.
This paper presents the chlorophoenicite crystal structure, pursuant
to a systematicstudy of basic manganesearsenates.
ExponrltBNt,q.t,
The single crystal, kindly donated by Professor C. Frondel, was one
of the 14 crystalsmorphologicallyexaminedby Palache(1935),a drawing
of which can be seenon p. 123 in this classicpaper. The crystal, a slender
prism of 0.65 mm length elongatedparallel to D [010], had 0.019 mm3
volume; 289 independent intensities of the h\l level were gathered on a
manual moving crystal Weissenberg geometry counter-diffractometer
employing Zr-filtered Mo radiation. The crystal was then broken and 41
independent intensities oI the hh\ level were gathered from a nearly
equant fragment of 0.003 mm3 volume. These data were corrected for
absorption using a polyhedral correction program written by C. W.
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Burnham in 1963 for the IBM 7094 computer. Continuous diffraction
streaks,explainedIater, prohibited collectionof higher levels for refinement purposesand, consequently,the crystal structrtrereportedherein is
al aaeragestructure,
Tur SrnucruRE CELL
No X-ray data exist in the literature for chlorophoenicite.Sets of
oscillation, rotation, Weissenbergand Buerger precessionphotographs
led to the cell parametersin Table 1. The morphologicalevidencefavors
C2/m as Palache,Berman, and Frondel (1951) suggestpoint symmetry
2/m. The well-developedhemipyramids rule o:utCm but it is not known
T.tsln 1. Csronopnorurcrrr. Srnucrunn Crrr- Der.q
@

b
6

p(obs')
p(calc)

z
comP.
Space group
a:b:cb

2 2 . 9 8 + 0 . 0i4\
3.3210.01
7.32+0.01
10600'+ 10'
3.46gm/cc
3.47
i

z

(Mn, uo,Caoso,Mg ts)Znt w (OH)6[(Asos H0 b) (O, OH)a]2
C2/m
6. 9 2 2 : l : 2 . 0 5 4

'Palache (1935).
b M o r p h o l o g i c a l o i b i c : 2 . 3 2 3 : 1 : 2 . 1 6 8 ( P a l a c h e ,e t a 1 . ,1 9 5 1 ) .N o t e t h a t 3 X a : 6 . 9 6 9 .

if doubly terminated crystals were observed. In any event, C2f nt rather
than C2 was assumed and the structure analysis is consistent with this
conclusion.
There are several unusual features about the structure cell of chlorophoenicite. Using the only known chemical analysis of Foshag in Foshag,
Berman, and Gage (1927), the cell contents are nearly (Mnu.ro,Zntso,
Cao.oo,
Mgo.ro)(OH)1a(AsOr)2.
It is clear that a fully ordered structure
with no vacanciescould not have space grottp C2f m since the tetrahedral
arsenate groups would have to be situated on a set of inversion centers
which is geometrically impossible. Ilowever, b-axis rotation photographs
show continuous streaks requiring a doubling of that translation. These
streaks are readily noticeable, as seenin Figure 1 and are parallel to o* on
c-axis Weissenbergphotographs. The streaks, indicative of semirandom
disorder, are explicable on the basis of the crystal structure which was
revealed from analysis of the D-axisprojection. This projection is most
favorable since the Z0l diffraction spectra are devoid of streaks. C2 and,
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1. The D-axis rotation photograph

of chlorophoenicite. unfiltered

cu radiation.

CZfm are indistinguishablein this projection, except for the vector
densities.The vector densities,incidentally, assist in determining the
proper choice of spacegroups. It may also be remarked that the short Dtranslationprohibits atom overlap, thus allowing for unambiguousinterpretation of P(uw).
Sor-urroNoF THE Srnucruno
The structure was solvedby vector sets applied to P(uw). Each atom
species over the set of equivalent general positions (rz; *2) in plane
grorp pZ with a': af 2, c':c, has arbitrarily scaledvector density proportional to Z2 at (2r,22),where Z is the atomic number' Two atomic
species R and S in independent general positions create two vectors
(r, z)s-(*, z)s and (r, z)s-(x,2)s each of weight 2ZnZs.
The Patterson projection, P(uw), in Figure 2 is relatively simple in
appearance,though the solution of the structure was not obvious at first.
Initially, the strongestvectors,such as A, B, and C were assumedto be
interatomic distancesof metal pairs in two setsof independentpositions.
This pursuit was unsuccessful.It was later noted that vectors like D, E,
and F must be metal-oxygenvectors by reason of stereochemistryand
vector density. Since 6:3.32 A for the average structure, and since
octahedral coordination is expectedfor the transition metals, the octahedra (if regular) must be oriented with edgesparallel to 6 [010]. It requires only a little imagination to seethe octahedral images welling forth
out of P(uw)l The arrangementof octahedra sketched in Figure 2 re-
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P(uu) of chlorophoenicite ivith a portion of the octahedral band superimposecl.

quires a metal at the cell origin and from this model all vectors could be
Iabelled'The first tlial model with metals only (one at the origin, three in
independentgeneralpositions) using the scattering curves for Mn onll'
gave Rou,:9.48 after two cyclesof coordinaterefinement.Allowing the
multipliers to vary (thus, approximating electr:ondensity for the sites)
and adding oxygen at D, E, and F gave Rr,oz:0.34after two more cycles.
A Fourier electron density map was prepared and the remaining three
oxygen atoms appeared.As is seen on this map, the background is remarkably free from strong false peaks and comparison with p(zzo,)shows
striking similarities. Accidental coincidence of vectors of the type R,,"S,," with molecular image vectors contributes to this similarity. Crude
coordinateswere obtained from this Fourier map for all ten atoms in the
asymmetric unit.
RurlrrupNt
Scatteringcurveswere preparedfor Mnl+, lpr+, ds3* and O- from the
International Tables, Vol. 3 (1962). Three cycles of least-squarescoordinate refinementgave R7,s7:0.155.The structure was now apparentand
it permitted calculation of the y-coordinates,which must be either 0 or
t/2 for the spacegroup C2/m. Including the hk\ data, R7,67,116:0.152
for
330 independent reflections.Full matrix least-squarescoordinate and
isotropic temperaturefactor refinementgave after three cycles, Rnxo,r,ot:
0.122, all shifts being within their limits of error. All experimentally
gathered reflections were included in the refinement and they were each
weighted at unity. Final atom coordinatesappear in Table 2, and the
Fob"-F"or"tables are in Table 3.1
1 Table 3 has been deposited as Document No. 9899 with
the American Documentation
rnstitute, Auxiliary Publications Project, Photoduplication Service, Library of congress,
Washington, D.C., 20540. Copies may be secured by citing the document number, and remitting in advance $1.25 for photoprints or $1.25 for 35 mm. microfilm.
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Tenr-n 2. Cnlonopnor:,Ntcrrn. Atoltrc CoonltNerns
l'AcroRS
Tnlpnuruno

aNo fsotnoplc

It

Mn (1)
Mn (2)
Zn
4As

o (1)
o (2)
o (3)
o (4)
o (s)
o (6)

0
(2)
0.0888
.2076(r)
.3823(3)
(9)
.0222
.06s7(9)
1s61(8)
.2s48(e)
.40s9(13)
.3394(9)

0
1
2

0
0
0
1
2

0
I

2

0
1
2

0
0 . 3 6 s (67 )
.2207(s)
.1047(8)
.3002(28)
.0430(29)
.3er4(26)
.2s87(2e)
.3246(43)
.o47r(2e)

o . 8 e( 1 1 )
1 2s(e)
o.e6(7)
o.s1(10)
1 . 1 8( 3 6 )
1 .33 (37)
0.93 (34)
1 . 3 1( 3 7 )
3. s8 (70)
1 . 4 1( 3 9 )

DrscussroN ol rHE SrnucrunB
The crystal structure of chlorophoenicite has some surprising features
(Fig. 3). Zinc occursin specialpositions (r0z) with two degreesof freedom. It is tetrahedrallycoordinated,requiring a new interpretation of the

Frc. 3. polyhedral diagram of the chlorophoenicite structureTinfthe rz-plane. UnAs-(o'OH) tetrahedra ruled
stippled at y:l'
shaded polyhedra are centered at y:o,
NW-SE at y : I and ruled NE-SW at y :0' The direction of cleavage is dashed in'
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formula. The empirical formula is essentially]{-sMn3ZnzAsOrz with two
moleculesin the cell. Some Mg and Ca proxy for Mn, but this is apparently limited.
The principal structural features are infinite insular slabs of formula
unitsparallelto a {100}.The slabs are in turn made up of Mn-(O, OH)
octahedral pyrochroite fragments or bands three octahedra wide which,
by edge-sharing,run parallel to D [010]. These bands are connectedalong
c [001j by lZn (O, OH)3]* tetrahedral chains and only partly occupied
[As(O, OH)4] tetrahedra which also run parallel to 6 [010]. The structural
formula is evidently
( M n , M g ) 3 Z n r ( o H ) u [ ( e s 6 . 6H, s . 6 ) ( o ,o H ) a ] 2 .
The Mn-(O, OH) octahedra and Zn-(O, OH) tetrahedra have sets of
edgeswhoselengths define the, [010] repeat o13.32A and their polyhedra
are fully occupied. The As atoms, on the other hand, occupy only half
their sites. Since these As-centered tetrahedra are oriented in the same
fashion as the other polyhedra-with at least one edge parallel to 6
[010]-two unusual conditions arise. First, if As fully occupiedall its sites,
As-O tetrahedral chains would occur, a condition hitherto unobserved in
mineral structures. Second,a required O-O edge distance of 3.32 A associated with arsenatetetrahedra would arise, which is unreasonably long.
Typical O-O distances associated with AsOoa- tetrahedra are 2J4 A
(Moore, 1968).
The peculiar behavior of As in the chlorophoenicite structure is interpreted in the following manner: [As(O, OH)a] tetrahedra alternate with
[HoOn] tetrahedra over equivalent translations along D [010] to form
chainsof the type [(Aro.u,Ho.u)(O, OH)r]-. Thus, the As tetrahedraneed
not share cornerswith each other. This requires a doubling of Dor 2Y.3.32
A. th" sequencealong o, however, is random, even though the two kinds
of tetrahedra still alternate along, [010]. Consequently,there is no unique
repeat distance along o as such, so streaks are observed parallel to o*.
Alternatively, it can be stated that the repeat distance along a is so large
that diffraction spots coalesceto form streaks. This one-dimensionaldisorder in chlorophoeniciteonly permits evaluation of an averagestructure.
Table 4, a summary of pertinent interatomic distances,shows that the
expected Mn-O and Zn-O distances occur in chlorophoenicite. Average
distancesare Mn(1)-(O, OH) 2.18, Mn(2)-(O, OH) 2.24, Zn-(O, OH)
1.96 A. Ghose(1964) observedZn-(O, OH) 1.95 A for tetrahedral Zn in
hydrozincite. Furthermore, the polyhedral edgedistancesassociatedwith
the Mn and Zn centers not only conform to averages found in other
structures involving Mn2+-(O, OH) octahedra and Zn-(O, OH) tetrahedra, but also are foreshortened whenever edge-sharingoccurs. Shared
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f ,\Br-n4 CHronopuorNrcltr. INtrnatolrrc Drst'qNcns
0oahedral

'Ietrahedral

distances

distances

Zn-O

Ma(2)-O
(4.) M n ( 1 ) - O ( 2 )2 2 r A
(2) M n ( 1 ) - O ( 12
) 11

12) Mt(.2) OQ)

2 22
2.21

(2) Zn O(a) 1 e6
(1) Zn-O(3) 1 94

(z) As-O(6)
(1) As-O(2)

t92
| .82

2, 1S 4

( 1 ) Mn(2)-O(2)

2 2i

(.1) Zt 0(6)

(t) As-O(s)

155

Average

2

Mt(2)-O(1)

( 1 ) Mn(2/-O(5) 2 2+
Average

1 94

Average 1 . 9 s A

2 21;\
O-O Distances

O O Distances for octahedra

Ior tetrahedra

Mn(2)

\4) o(2") otr) 3 22
a ( 4 )o ( 2 ) o ( 1 ) 2 8 e
a Q ) o ( 2 ) _ o ( 2 ,2' ) e l
( 2 ) o ( 2 ) - o ( 2 ' ,3) 3 2
Average

3 07 A

a(2) o(1) o(2) 2.8e
.(2) o(1)-o(3) 2 e6
(2) o(1)-o(s) 3 21
(2) o(2)-o(3) 3 26
(2) O(3)-O(5) 3.28
( 1 ) o ( 1 ) - o ( 1 ' )3 3 2
(1) o(3)-o(3') 3 32
Average

(2) o(3) o(4)
(2) (](6)-()(4)
(1) o(4)-o(4')
(1) 0(6) o(3)
Average

3 17
313
3 32
3 18

(2)o(6)o(2') 2
(2)o(6)-o(s) 2
( 1 ) o ( 6 ) - o ( 6 ' )3
( 1 ) o ( s ) - o ( 2 ' )2

e6
i1
32
e-;

3 18i

3.16 A

E r r o r s :X - O ( + 5 ) 0 0 3 , X - O ( . 5 )0 0 4 , O ( + s ) - O (r . 5 ) 0 0 4 ,o ( 5 ) o ( = 5 ) 0 0 5 ,o t s ) - o ( 5 ' ) 0 ' 0 6A '
a Sharededges.

edgesrange from 2.89 to 2.96A whereasunsharededgesrange lrom 3.22
to 3.32 A. Thrrs, the basis motif of chlorophoenicite-the Mn-(O, OH)
octahedral bands and the Zn-(O, OH) tetrahedral chains-is well-behaved and displays no anonlalousfeatures.
The As-(O, OH) tetrahedra, on the other hand, ar-eanomalous' As
mentionedbefore,the tetrahedraledgedistanceol 3.32A is ttnreasonable.
Further, the tetrahedralAs-(O, OH) clistancesrangefrom 1.55to 1'92 A'
T h e e d g ed i s t a n c e sa r e 2 . 11 , 2 . 9 5 , 2 - 9 6 ,a n d 3 . 3 2 A . I t i s c l e a r t h a t t h e
one-dimensionaldisorder of As atoms permits solution of an average
structure only and the limitations of this crystal structure analysisdo not
allow for any more detailed discussron.
HvonocnN BoNpntc
The corrugated slabs of chlorophoenicite formula units tuck neatly
togetherand their boundariesdefinethe perfecta { 100} cleavageobserved
for the mineral. Acrosstheseboundaries,oxygenatoms lie in a plane such
that a network of possiblehydrogen bond distancescan be discerned
(Fig. a). Two independ.entdistancesare found, each measuring2'80 A
and these involve O(3), O(4), and 0(6). Unfortunately, assignmentof
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Frc. 4. Portion of the chlorophoenicite structure showing a network of hydrogen bonds
(dashed).

hydrogen positionsis masked by vacanciesin As positions.This is evident if electrostaticbond strengths are computed (Table 5). Only O(2)
and O(6) appear to be potential oxide anions.O(5) and O(6), also associated with the disordered As atoms, Iikely involve Or-€2OH- substitutions dependingon whether As is presentor not at a site. From Table 5, it
is seenthat O(2), O(5), and O(6) could be oxide anionsif As fully occupied
all available sites, though 0(6) would be highly oversaturated.
PynocnnorrE FRAGMENTS
All basic manganesearsenatesstructurally analyzed so far have pyrochroite fragments as their principal units. Flinkite (Moore, 1967) is a
derivative structure of pyrochroite with octahedral voids permitting
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Tenr,n 5. Er-ncrn.osr.rrrcVnr,rNcr BoNo SrnBxcrns

o (1)
o (2)
o (3)
o (4)

o (s)
o (6)

o (2)

o (s)
o (6)

Mn(1)fMn(2)fMn(2')
Mn(1)f Mn(1')*Mn(2) **As
Mn(2)*Mn(Z')lZn
ZnlZn
Mn(2)*lAs
Zna'As
For fully occupiedAs sites:
Mn(1)*Mn(1') *Mn(2) *As
Mn(2)fAs
ZnfAs*As

1.0
1.6
1.2
1.0
1.0

r.7
2.2
1.6
1a

AsOn-r tetrahedral linkages. Retzian (Moore, 1967) is similar, but includes square antiprisms. Allactite (Moore, 1968b) has double bands of
pyrochroite fragments linked to each other to produce a strong sheet-like
character.Gageite (Moore, 1968a),though not an arsenate'shareswith
chlorophoenicite the presenceof octahedral triple bands, one 3.3 A cell
translation, and disorder over the tetrahedral positions.
As more of thesepeculiar structures come to light, two principal classes
of structures appear to be prevalent. One classincludes sheetsof broken
pyrochroite fragments (flinkite, retzian, allactite). The other class includes the fibrous minerals or the "pip." structures, to borrow an apt
term from Tak6uchi (1950).Included here are chlorophoenicite,gageite,
fluoborite (Tak6uchi, 1950), even psilomelane (Wadsley, 1953) and
hollandite (Bystriim and Bystriim, 1950), all having in common a fibrous
habit with bands of edge-sharing octahedra running in that direction,
linked to form bundles of tubular spaces.It is no surprise that chlorophoenicite, gageite, and fluoborite all belong to the same paragenesisat
Franklin and Sterling Hill, New Jersey and often occur together. It is
tempting to add that the myriads of fibrous materials encounteredin the
low temperature hydrothermal vein paragenesesat Franklin, New Jersey
or L&ngban, Swedenmay include an abundanceof novel linkages hitherto
undocumented in the annals of science.
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